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Memorandum. No. 75(1960) 

SUbJect: study No. ~(L) - CondemIllltion (Evidence). 

Attached to this memorandum is an analysis of the COJSellts that 

have been made in regard to our evidence statute. General coaaents are 

placed first. The COIIIIIents that relate to specific sections are arranged 

accord1.llg to section number. Policy problems raised by the COllJlMtlts are 

numbered under each section. Staff recoanendations are included. A 

suggested revision of each section is included at the end of the comments 

relat1ns to that section. 

The ci tatlons to the letters are in the following fom: the source 

of the comment is given first, the page number is given next in parentheses 

and the line number is given last. For example, lines 30-32 on page 98 

of Mr. Hodge L. Dolle's letter are Cited: Dolle (98) 30-32. The names 

of public agencies and officers have been abbreviated as follows: 

state Bar of California --------------------- Bar 

Attorne,y General ----_.---------------------- AG 

Department of Public Works, Division PW 
of Contracts & Rights ofWey ------------

County of Los Angeles, County Counsel-------- LA 

COUnty of Marin, COUnty Counsel ------------- Marin 
,..~-~ 

City of Inglewood, City Attorney -~--------.- Inglewood 

City of Modesto, City Attorney ------------.- Modesto 

City of Mountain View, City Attorney -------- Mtn vw 
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City of Newport Beach, City Attorney ---------- Nprt Bch 

City of Palm Springs, City Attorney ----------- Pm Sprgs 

City of San Francisco ------------------------- SF 

In addition to the cOlllllellts relating to specific proposals several 

writers made conments relating to allot our proposals generally. From 

these general coaaents it appears that our rec(llllllPlldations have been well 

received. SollIe of these COlllllleIlts are: 

"I am in fUll accord with ~ of the reC'ommendations to be made 

by the COIrDission in this tield." (Marin (67) 22-23.) "I.. • generaJ.ly 

feel that the re'lisions under consideration are matters which bave long 

been in need of review." (Marin (72) 17-20.) 

"Generally speaking, I am in acco:t(l with the recoaaendations of the 

Commission and believe that they will improve the administration of Justice 

insofar as it relates to the exercise of the power of eminent dOlll8in." 

(Modesto (75) 23-28.) 

"In general, I feel tMt the proposed changes have been needed for 

a long time, and that, if adopted, they will produce better results in 

the future." (Mtn Vw (77) 25-27.) "Again, I would like to emphasize 

tbat it is gratifying to say that prospective legislation is currently 

underfoot to correct IIIILIIY of the existing abuses in this field of law." 

(Mtn Vw (79) 12-17.) 

Naturally, the authors of the above COIIIIIents disagree with certain 

specific recommendatiOns. Their comments relating to these specific 

matters are discussed in connection with those topics. 

The State Bar reports disagreement IUlDng the members of its CoIIIIII1ttee. 

"Members employed by public bodies tend to adhere to the status quo, while 
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members who have represented property owners believe in a new approach 

to the problems presented. II (Bar (1) 34-36,) However, you wUl discover 

that the positions taken on our various statutes are not easUy categorized. 

Both condemners' attorneys and condemnees' attorneys disaeree amDJ18 them

selves on III&Dy of our maJor proposals. 

We have provided in the COIIIIIents that follow a brief SIlIIIIIIU'Y and 

analysis ot the letters received. These comments, because ot their 

necessary brevity. do not tully de\relop the thoughts expressed in the . . 
letters. The letters themselVils should be read to receive the full value 

of the remarks contained in them. 

Respecttully submitted, 

Joseph B. Harvey 
Assistant Executive Secretary 



C (36) 

ANALYSIS OF C<HIEMS ON EVIDENCE srATl1l'E 

GENERAL C<HIENT 

Our evidence proposals have met a m1xed reaction. As stated by the 

state Bar, "It has not been possible to secure a harmonious expression 

frem the members of the COIIIII1ttee, but lIOst of the members not empJ.oyed 

by public bodies are in accord with the reconmendations of the LaY Revision 

COIIIII1ttee [aic], with a few minor exceptions. II (Bar (1) 50-53.) The 

Los Angeles County Counsel's office apparently objects to any effort to 

legislate in this field. (LA (55) 3£ - (56) 49.) However, the state 

Department of Public Works believes that some legislation is necessary, 

but it objects to a comprehensive statute that would disturb existing 

C evidentiary case law. (pw (26) 45 - (27) 12.) The Attorney General's 

cOlllllellts parallel Public Works'. (AG Supp. 1.) 

c 

On the other hand, JIIIIleS E. Cox believes a broad statute admitting 

all evidence considered by informed persons in the market place is all 

that is required. In fact, he states that the original statute contained 

in the study is "incomparably superior" to the present tentative draft. 

(Cox (93) 39-43.) John F. Downey, though, states that he is "generally 

• . • very much in accord with" our present draft. (Downey (100) 24-25. >. 

Public Works suggests that the proposed statutes be placed in the 

general evidence sections ot the Code of CivU Procedure and be made 

applicable to other proceedings. (pw (31) 3-13.) This would correspond 

to the .Commission's recaamendation on discO'l'ery.· BuI; the .lluthor1zation 

is only to revise the law ot eminent daDain. Therefore, it is recommended 

that the statutes be left where they now are. 
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C SECrION 12118 .1 

1248.1. The amounts to be ascertained under subdivisions 
1, 2, 3 and 4 of Section 1248 may be shown only by the opinions 
of witnesses q\l8l.ified to express such opinions. The owner of 
the property is presumed to be q\l8l.it1ed to express such 
opinions. 

1. Independent Evidence of Value 

The first sentence of this section expresses the Commission's 

conclusion that valuation data should not be independent evidence of 

value. There is disagreement among both private and public attorneys 

on this question. Public Works believes that the principle is sound. 

(pw (27) 58 - (28) 14.) Moreover, it states that the belief of a nWllber 

of judges that valuation data is independent evidence of value has 

lengthened the trial of eminent domain cases. (pw (28) 28-39.) However, 

C the Los Angeles County Counsel thinks that comparable salss should be 

treated as independent evidence. (LA (63) 52 - (64) 43.) Among the 

c 

individuals submittill8 cOllllllents on the proposal, two that represent or 

have represented condemners believe that valuation data should be 

independent evidence (Lawrence (86) 20-25; McNEUDee (89) 43 - (90) 17) 

while one who represents condemnees believes that valuation data should 

not be independent evidence of value. (Dolle (21) 7-13.) The remainder 

of the attorneys subm1tt1ll8 COJDJDents have not commented specifically on 

this proposal, but it may be interred that those who expressed general 

approval of the statute do not disagree with the Commission on this 

III&tter because they do not mention it among the items with which they 
• 

disagree. 

The Los Angeles County Counsel apparently does not recognize that 

People v. Nahabedian, 171 ACA 335 (1959) states the proposition that an 
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C expert's reasons are not independent evidence of value. (LA (64) 12-16.) 

Hcnrever, he apparently overlooked the statement: "It lIIUSt be remembered 

that the facts stated as reasons tor the opinion ot the witness do not 

c 

'become evidence in the sense that they have independent probative value 

upon the issue as to markst value." 

City of Los Angeles v. Morris, 74 Cal. App. 473, 484-485 (l925) is 

cited by the Los Angeles County Counsel for the proposition that the jury 

may arrive at a verdict outside the scope of the opinion evidence under 

present law. That case involved a partial takil16' The jury apparently 

relied upon the opinion ot one witness to determine the value of the 

entire parcel, but relied on other opinion evidence to determine the 

percentage of depreciation caused by severance. This is not quite the 

same thins as permittil16 the jury to return a verdict above or below the 

experts' opinions on the basis of raw valuation data. 

Robert Melfamee' s assertion that Brady v. Carman, 179 ACA 77 (1960) 

holds that comparabl.e sales are independent evidence of value (McNamee 

(89) 43-47) is not sustained by a readins of the case. This case was 

a fraud case, not a condemnation case. All that was bel.d was that the 

court must deny a motion for nonsuit made at the close ot the pl.aintiff's 

case it there is art¥ evidence to sustain the pl.aintitt' s case even thoueh 

the matter is 'be1nstried by the court without a jury and the court doesn't 

believe the plaintiff's witnesses. The court did state that valuation 

data are evidence on the question ot value, but this statement was made 

in the course ot a discussion ot an expert' s failure to consider certain 

canparable sales I and the court merely held that such failure may renect 

C on the weight of his testimony. 
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c None of the writers advocating the use of valuation data as independent 

evidence of value recognize the dile_ which would be created. Either the 

hearsay rule must be abandoned in this area or the jury must be subjected 

to a very technical and confusing instruction which separates out the 

hearB8¥ testimony and relegates it to credibUity. Moreover, the COIIIIDission 

rejected the use of valuation data as independent evidence of value because 

of the problems encountered in attempting to draft a statute covering the 

reproduction and capitalization methods of valuation. None of the letters 

indicates an awareness of these problems. 

It is submitted that no compelling reasODS have been brousht forth in 

the caDlllents indicatins a need for cbansing the basic policy decision 

adopted by the Commission. 

C 2. Owners' Opinions 

c 

The Department of Public Works (at (31) 15-23) believes that the word 

"presumed" should not be used in the second sentence of this section. It 

points out that People v. LaMacchia, 41 Cal.2nd 738, 753 (1953) held that 

it was error to give the follov1ng instruction: "Owners are presumed to 

1mOW' the value of their property, and being permitted to testify thereto, 

the1r evidence in that regard is entitled to be weighed and considered by 

the jury," The SupreDIe Court held this instruction to be erroneous because 

it "informs the jury that the testimony of an owner is entitled to greater 

weight than that of other witnesses on Value." The court went on to 

comment that although the word "presumed" should not have been used, the 

jury was adequately informed by other instructions as to its responsibilities 

in determining the value and, in any event, the actual verdict was far belOW' 

the OW"ners' estimates. The Department of PUblic Works suggests that the 



C second sentence be altered to read: "The owner of the property or 

property interest solJ8ht to be condemned should be permitted to express 

C 

such opinions." 

The instruction held erroneous in People v. LaMacchia vas a direct 

quotation fran Los Angeles County Flood Control District v. Abbott, 24 

Cal. App.2nd 733, 737 (1938) (hearing denied by Supreme Court). The cases 

do not appear to hold that an owner is alwa;ys qualified to express opinions 

as to the value of his property. However, no case has been found where an 

owner vas held not qualified to express such an opinion. The leading case 

in California is Spring Valley Water Works v. DriDkhouse, 92 Cal. 528 (1891). 

There the court held the owner qualified to express an opinion ot value 

because she was the owner and had been a resident upon the land tor over 

20 years. ''The natural presumption would be that she had, during that 

long period, acquired sufficient acquaintance with it, and the value of 

the land in that neighborhood to be able to give an • intelligent estimate 

as to her own property'." The leading recent case is Long Beach City High 

School District v. stewart, 30 Cal.2nd 763, 772 (1947). The Supreme Court 

there commented that the witness was qualified by his ownership and 

residence on the property for a number of years. EV'en in People v. 

LaMacchia it is stated in 41 Cal.2d at 746 that "a property owner • • • 

is generally conSidered competent to estimate the value of his property 

'!Pon a showing that he has resided thereon tor a number ot years." 

The LaMacchia case, which without citing authOrity held the instruction 

quoted above to be error. apparently believed the instruction was erroneous 

merely because it over emphasized the testimony ot the owners. The court 

C did not say that the law was misstated in the instruction. Fran the 
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C l.a.ngua.ge of the Spring Valley Water Works and Los Angeles County Fl.ood 

Control District cases, it appears that the instruction was a correct 

c 

c 

statement of the law. 

The cases cited indicate that there is not a special rule of 

admissibility for owners r opinions. .Any one who has sane peculiar means 

of forming an intelligent and correct Judgment as to the value of the 

property beyond what is possessed by men generaJ.l.y is qualified to express 

an opinion as to value. (§pring Valley Water Works v. Drinkhouse, 92 Cal 

5a8, 534 (J.891).) An owner qualifies under the general rule. In the Long 

Beach City High School case, supra, it is said that an owner by virtue of 

ownership and residence qualifies "as a person entitled to express an 

opinion as to its value." As we have not undertaken to define the 

qualifications of persons entitled to express opinions generaJ.l.y, and as 

an owner of property has been held to be qualified to express opinions 

under the general rule, it appears that -the entire problem ma;y be obviated 

by deleting the second sentence. This will continue the law as it i£l, 

i " d" and will eliminate the problem of determining whether an owner s presume 

to be qualified or is "deemed" to be qualified. 

3. Jury Views! Physical Evidence. Opinion Evidence on Collateral Matters 

Recommendation 

Several letter writers expressed concern over the status of jury 

Views, maps, photographs, o-cr.er physical evidence, testimony as to the 

construction of the 1mprove~~nt in the manner proposed, engineering 

testimony I geologists r tert:!lJo.ony, and other expert testimony relating 

to technical aspects of the case. This evidence is introduced, of course, 
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upon the questions of value, da.JDases and benefits. The fear is expressed 

that Section 1248.1 as recommended will exclude such evidence, for the 

section states that value may be shown only by the opinions of qualified 

witnesses. 

A fair reading or Section 1248.1 will reveal that such evidence is 

not excluded by the section. It merely states that the "amounts" to be 

ascertained must be shown by opinion evidence. Under this section, the 

view' and other evidence as to the nature of the property and the improvement 

to be constructed are not direct evidence of such "amounts." The section 

merely requires that, sometime during the presentation of the case, sn 

expert must be called to testify ss to the "amounts" to be ascertained. 

Nothins in the section precludes the preliminary introduction into 

evidence of some of the matter upon which the expert opinion must be 

ultimately based. 

In view' of the concern shown over the status of this evidence, 

however, it is suggested that the section be amended to make it clear 

that evidence may be introduced to supplement and explain the op;.xuon 

testimony on value. 

It is susgested that 1248.1 be amended to read: 

"1248.1. ill The amounts to be ascertained under subdivisions 

1, 2, 3 and 4 of Section 1248 may be shown only by the opinions of 

witnesses qualified to express such opinions. {WRe-8IlIl8J1-ef-~ke 

'.8J8~1-8Jl-JPeJ~y-tR~8J18S'-Be¥8B'-~8-Be-.SRia ... i-iB-'Jl8BYS8i 

'.-Be-t¥alifi8i-'.-8KpJIes8-s~ek-apiR!8aB~1 

(2) Nothing in this section prohibits a view of the property 

or the admission of any other evidence, including but not limited 
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to evidence as to the nature and condition of the property and 

the character of the 1I!!Provement proposed to be constructed by 

the pla1ntiff, for the l:Lm1ted purpose of enabliIIg the court, 

Jury or referee to understand and apply the testimony given 

under subdivision (1) of this section; and such evidence is 

subject to 1mpeachment or rebuttal. 

smrIOB 1248.2 (1) (Ilfl'RODUm'CBY CLAUSE) 

1248.2. (1) Subject to Section 1248.3, the opinion of a 

witness as to the amount to be ascertained under subdivisions 

1, 2, 3 or 4 of Section 1248 is admissible only if the court 

finds that "the opinion is based upon facts or data that a 

reasonable, well-informed prospective purchaser or seller of 

real property would take into consideration in determining 

the price at which to purchase or sell the property or property 

interest, including but not limited to: 

"aeasonable Man" standard 

The reasonable man standard st.ated in the 1ntroductory clause is 

objected to by Public Works because it feels that the case law adequately 

handles the subject and the enactment of legislation ~ have undesirable 

repercussions. (pw (~24-37, (31) 31 - (32) 35.) It is concerned lest 

our statement be construed to change the def1nition of market value and 

to permit evidence to be given ot personal considerations. The Attorney 

General makes objections similar to those ot Public Works. (AG SUpp. p. 2.) 

Mountain View believes the statute v1ll make it difficult tor an attorney 

-8-
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C to prepare for trial, for he will not know what the court will consider 

proper. (Mtn Vw (77) 40-55.) 

c 

c 

In lieu of the reasonable man standard stated in the introductory 

clause, Public Works suggests that a new subdivision be added stating 

that a witness may rely on "any other competent reasons of such qualified 

witness which are relevant and material." (pw (31) 31 - (32) 35.) 

On the other hand, the Marin County Counsel favors a wide open rule 

of admissibility without specific limitations. (Marin (69) 36-49.) 

James E. Cox favors the same approach. (Cox (93) 39-41.) 

An accepted definition of market value is "the highest price 

estimated in terms of money which the land would bring if exposed for 

sale in the open market, with reasonable time allowed in which to find 

a purchaser, buying with knowledge of all of the uses and purposes to 

which it was adapted and for which it was capable." (Sacramento Southern 

!:.!h v. HeUbron, 156 Cal. 408, 409 (1909).) Another recent definition 

is "the price that would be paid by a wUling purchaser from a willing 

seller purchasing with a full knowledge of all the uses and purposes for 

which the property is reasonably adapted." (Daly City v. Smith, llO 

C.A.2d 524, 531 (1952) (hearing denied).) 

Although the presently proposed language does not seem susceptible 

to all of the interpretations placed upon it by Public Works, it would 

probably forestall some criticism of the statute if this section were 

reworded in terms of the existing market value definition. The suggested 

alternative of Public Works does not seem to say anything for no standll.rd 

is given by which the court may determine what is "competent." 

-9-
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Recommendation 

Therefore, it is recommended that the introductory clause of 

subdivsion (1) be I!IIIIended to read: 

1248.2. (1) Subject to Section 1248.3, the O;Pinion of a 

witness as to the amount to be ascertained under subdivisions 

1, 2, 3 or 4 of Section 1248 is admissible only if the court 

finds that the opinion is based upon facts or data that a 

willing [ •• asaaa81e7-vell-lRf.~-,.eB,ea~'v.]purchaser { .. 

sell.e.-., •• aal-, • .,.nyJ, bu,ying from a willing seller, with 

a full lmowlease of all the uses and purposes for which the 

pr¥rty is reasonably adaptable, would take into consideration 

in determining the price at Which to purchase [ .. -Iell] the 

prO;Perty or property interest, including but not limited to: 

SECTION 1248.2(1)(a) 

1248.2. (l)(a) The amount paid or contracted to be paid 
for the property or property interest BOught to be condemned 
or for any cc:mparable property or property interest if the 
sale, lease or contract was freely made in good faith within 
a reasonable time before or after the date of valuation. 

1. After Sales 

The Los Angeles County Counsel's office objects strenuously to the 

inclusion of sales after the date of valuation. (LA (60) 42 - (62) 34.) 

However, the rema.inill8 letters do not object to this proposal and several 

specifiCally approve it. (Dalle (19) aB-48; Lawrence (86)35-39.) It 

is re~ommenaed thet there be no chanse in the Commission's recommendation 

in this regard. 
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2. Foundational Requirements 

Richard L. Huxtable suggests that evidence of market data be 

admitted only after an extensive founliation has been laid. (Huxtable 

(103) 41 - (105) 50.) Specifically, he suggests that an additional 

section should be adopted defining the foundation required for the 

showing of a sale or offer in evidence, somewhat e.s follows: 

(1) Before the consideration paid, fixed or offered in 
any sale, rental transaction, or offer, lIIBiY be received in 
evidence, it must be shawn that: 

(a) Such sale or offer was made, or said rental was 
fixed, within a reasonable time before or after the date of 
valuation, and said transaction did effect or was intended 
to effect use, possession or title of the property to which 
it related, within a ree.sonable time before or after the 
date of valuation; 

(b) It was freely made in good faith; 

(c) It was unaffected by the pendency of the action 
in which offered as evidence, or by the actual or proposed 
construction of the public improvement upon the property 
being taken; 

(d) The price fixed in said transaction is one based 
on the market value of the property, estate or interest 
transferred, or to be transferred, and not effected by the 
economic or personal circumstances or necessities of the 
parties to the transaction; 

(e) The property which is the subject of said sale, 
rental or offer is similar in character, situation, usability, 
and improvement to the property being valued; 

(f) The parties to the transaction or the offeror were 
reasonably informed concerning the character, situation, 
usability, and improvement of the property being transferred 
or intended to be transferred; 

(g) The purchase price, rental, or price offered was 
actually paid, reasonably secured, or otherwise ree.sonably 
sure of payment; 

(h) The transaction was free of collateral inducements 
to either of the parties; 
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(i) In the case of an offer, that such offer is a bona 
fide offer to buy or sell the identical property being valued, 
or a portion thereof, in writing, in such form that its acceptance 
would have, or will, result in a contract to buy and to sell, 
contingent only upon events or determinations reasonably certain 
to occur in the immediate future, and such offer was made by a 
person ready, willing and able to buy or to sell the property. 

(J) In the case of a rental, that said rental is fixed in 
the sum certain, or a mathematically ascertainable portion of 
the gross receipts of a business, but not fixed ~ profits of a 
business. 

(2) Testimony of a witness, otherwise qualified to express 
his opinion as to value of the property being valued 

(a) That he has examined all available public records 
relating to said transaction and found them consistent upon 
their face with a true form and substance of said transaction 
as revealed ~ other investigation of the witness,; 

(b) That he has made inquiry specifically relating to 
each of the factors enumerated as (a) through (j) of subsection 
(1) hereof; 

(c) That se.1d inquiry was made of one or both of the 
parties to said transaction, or of an aeent or employee of 
either or both of the parties and who vere instrumental in 
said transaction; 

(d) That the inquiry was made in such manner as to elicit 
the whole knowledge of the party of whom such inquiry is made, 
relating to each of the factors enumerated; and 

(e) That such inquiry disclosed that each and all of the 
applicable factors vere present; 

shall constitute a prime ~ showing with respect to each and 
all of said applicable factors. 

(3) A party objecting to the showing of the consideration 
paid, offered or fixed in any such transaction, shall, upon 
request, be entitled to reasonable and immediate !2k !!!!:! 
examination of the witness frOll1 whom such testimony is sought, 
respecting each and all of the applicable elements of said 
foundation. 

He states: 

Each of the above fundamental elements, although numerous, 
is formulated in the light of particular applications encountered 
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in the trial of condemnation cases by the undersigIied and other 
members of our firm and are designed to result in as equitable 
and c1earcut a foundation as possible. 

It is submitted that the courts will applJ these standards of 

cc:mpetency under the general language we have proposed. The basic 

proposition -- that such evidence may not be received in the absence of 

the foundation -- is contrary to the Commission's approach. The Commission 

believes that the baSic problem is what the expert may consider and not 

what may be introduced. Jurything that he considers should be admissible 

so that it may be known whether he has considered incc:mpetent matter and 

what weight should be given his opinion. 

3. Sales Contracts 

Mr. Huxtable has also suggested that contracts shall be excluded 

from evidence unless the title to or occupancy of the property is 

effected within a reasonable time before or after the date of valuation. 

(Huxtable (1) 44 - (8) 3.) The Los Angeles County Counsel's office would 

exclUde sales contracts altogether. (LA (62) 54 - (63) 16.) It is 

suggested that this problem be left to the courts to work out on the 

basis of ccmparabllity. Newport Beach would exclUde contracts relating 

to the subject property made after the date of valuation. (lfprt!ch (80) 

29-39.) It is suggested that any contract or sale of the subject property 

made after the valuation date should be excluded. It would be an 

extraordinary case where such a sale or contract to sell would not be 

affected by the condemna.tion proceeding. 

Public Works suggests that instead of using the amount paid or 

contracted to be paid the term "price" should be used since it encompasses 

-13-
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both the amount paid and the amount promised to be paid. (pw (33) 1-12.) 

In this same connection Public Works suggests that the phrase "or other 

terms" be added to the word 'Price" so that the language will be s1mUar 

to that used in 1248.3. This, too, would make it clear that such things 

a8 liability for taxes, insurance, the interest rate, etc., are included 

in the statute. 

Public Works' phrase appears to be a little narrow in that "the 

price and other terms of any sale" 1118¥ not include a contract to sell. 

Therefore, it is suggested that its pbrase be modified. to read: "The 

price and other tel'lDB of any sale or contract to sell • • . ." 

4. Sales of the Larger Parcel 

Public Works also sugllests that the language relating to sales of 

property be broadened. so that it includes sales of property that include 

the property sought to be condemned. This is needed to make it clear 

that the price paid for an entire parcel is competent even though only 

a part of the parcel is being taken by eminent domain. (pw (33) 1-42.) 

The Public Works' suggestion helps to clarify the matter and it is 

recommended that it be incorporated in the statute. 

5. Leases 

Apparently there has been SOllIe misunderstanding concerning the use 

of the word "lease" in this subdivision. The Los Angeles County Counsel's 

office objects strenuously to the use of the word (LA (60) 17-35) and 

Public Works is uncertain as to its meaning (pw (33) 23-26). The 

Commission intended by the use of the word "lease" to make the terms of 
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leases on comparable prqperty admissible for the purpose of determining 

the value of a lease on the subject property. The COIIIIIission did not 

intend that income from leases on comparable property might be capitalized 

to show the value of the comparable property. To make this clear, perhaps, 

as suggested by Public Works, a separate subdivision should be adopted to 

express this idea. 

Recommendation 

In view of the foresoing comments it is suggested that subdivision 

(a) be amended to read: 

(a) The [lIIIIe1olJl~ -paii-e.-8u.VaB~ea-j;III-lIB-pU.-f .. l price and 

other terms of any sale or contract to sell which included the 

property or property interest sousht to be condemned or any part 

thereof [ .. - f .. -1lIIY - BeBIpal'aele-p1'lllpeny -1111' - Jl'eperiy-iB~e •• n 1 if 

the sale [,-lease 1 or contract was freely made in good faith 

within a reasonable time before [1II1'-ane.} the date of valuation. 

(b) The price and other terms of any sale or contract to 

sell of cOJ!!P!!'Bble property if the sale or contract was freely 

made in loed faith within a reasonable time before or after the 

date of valuation. 

Ccl To determine the value of a leasehold interest: 

(i) The rent reserved and the other terms of any lease of 

the proplty or property interest sought to be condemned or any 

part thereof which is in effect on the date of valuation; and 

(11) The rent reserved and the other terms of any lease of 

comparable property if the lease was freely made in goed fBi th 

within a reasonable time before or after the date of' valuation. 
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SECTION 1248.2 (l)(b),(c) 

1248.2 (1) (b) The capitalized value of the fair 
income attributable to the property or property interest 
sought to be condemned as distinguished from the capitalized 
value of any income or profits from any business conducted 
thereon. 

(c) 'lbe value of the land sought to be condemned, 
together with the cost of reproducing the improvements thereon, 
if the improvements enhance the value of the land for its 
highest and best use, less whatever depreciation the improve
ments have suffe~, functiOnally or otherwise. 

1. Capitalization and Surmnation 

Paragraphs (b) and. (c) of subdivision (1) express the Commission's 

recommendation that the capitalization and summation methods of determining 

value may be made the basiS for an expert opinion in condemnation proceed

ings. This, too, provoked a mixed reaction. R1chard L. Huxtable agrees 

with the recOllllleIldation (Huxtable (10) 53 - (U) 16) as does James E. 

Cox (Cox (96) 10-46). Los Angeles wants no change in the existing law. 

(LA (57) - (60) 10.) Public Works, however, has no serious objection to 

this evidence for it believes the proposal is within the intent of 

existing Code of Civil Procedure Section 1872. (pw (34) - (35) ll.) 

Robert McNamee, Deputy Counsel from Santa Clara County, agrees With the 

Los Angeles County Counsel that capitalization and replacement cost 

appraisals should not be used unless there is no other evidence of value. 

(McNamee (90) 38-54.) 

The objectors have brought forth no new reasonB for rejecting this 

evidence and it is suggested that no change be made in the recOlllllS1lda-

tion. 

" -.16-
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2. "Reproduction" or "Repl.acement" 

Public Works objects to certain language in subdivisions (b) and 

(c). It bel.ieves that both "reproduction" and "replacement" should be 

used instead of merely "reproduction." (pw (34) 33-39.) Public Works 

also suggests that the word "depreciation" does not include "obsolescence" 

in its COJlllllOnly accepted meanill8. "Obsolescence" should, cf course, be 

included in the statute. The Marin County Counsel (Marin (68) 4.) and 

Hodge L. Dolle (Dolle (19) 7.) both indicate that the word "reproduc-

tion" should be changed to "replacement." It is suggested that "reproduc-

tion" be changed to "replacement." 

3. Rental or Income 

Public Works also believes that we should use the phrase "reasonable 

net rental attributable to the land and improvements" rather than "fair 

income attributable to the property." (pw (34) 21-31.) Public Works 

believes this phrase 1s more nearly descriptive of the process and is 

accepted in the appraisal field. The state Bar suggests that "fair 

rental value" be used instead of "fair income." (Bar (2) 9.) 

On the other hand, the consultant's study deVoted several pages to 

explaining why it is no longer realistic to distinguish "rent" and 

"income." (Evidence study, pages 100-107.) It is suggested, therefore, 

that "income" be retained in this eontext. 

4. Highest and Best Use 

Hodge L. Dolle suggests that the phrase "highest and best use" be 

deleted. (Dolle (98) 34-46.) A similar point is made by Richard L. 

-17-
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Huxtable in connection with his discussion of his proposed Section 

1249.1 in our Taking Possession statute. (Huxtable (112) 4-27.) Mr. 

Huxtable points out that improvements may enhance the value of property 

but not for its highest and best use. He states that the highest and 

best use of the property may not be practical under the circumstances 

because of the cost of destroying the improvement on the property. In 

such a case even though the full income which might be derived from the 

property were in the improvement upon it which is adapted to its highest 

and best use, the 1mprovement which exists still has value and III1st be 

considered in appraising the property. 

It is recommended, therefore, that this phrase be deleted. 

Recommendation 

In view of the foregoing comments, it is suggested that these 

paragraphs be renumbered and amended to read: 

[t~~l ~ Tbe capitalized value of the fair income attributable 

to the property or property interest sought to be condemned as 

distinguished from the capitalized value of any income or profits from 

any business conducted thereon. 

[( c) 1 hl The value of the property sought to be condemned as 

indicated by tbe value of the land [ee •• --'-"-.e __ III.] together 

with the replacement cost of [IFepnilldll8] the improvements thereon, if 

the improvements enhance the value of the land [f.lF-i~"'A'P".-"" 

"s.-",s.], less whatever depreciation or obsolescence the improvements 

have suffered from all causes [,-f'4B"'.Baily-.IF-.~wwiee]. 

-18-
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SECTION 121!8.2 (2) 

1248.2 (2) The witness may, on direct or cross
examination, state the facts or data upon which his 
opinion is based, whether or not he has personal knowledge 
thereof, for the limited purpose of showing the basis for 
his opinion. 

1. Necessity for This Provision 

Public Works and Ebbert McNamee question the necessity for this 

subdivision and iJldicate that it may cause harm. (N (35) 17-39; McNamee 

(90) 19-36.) Public Works fears that "unreliable" hearsay may be related 

and that an expert will be permitted to base his opinion as to value on 

the opinion of another as to value. McNamee's objections are similar. 

The problem of "unreliable" hearsay, it is submitted, will be dealt 

with by the court under the general statement of what may be considered 

in subdivision (1). The question of whether an expert can base his 

opinion on another opinion can be handled by an add! tion to the exclusion

ar,y section. This subdivision helps to make it clear that an expert's 

reasons are in support of his opinion. Moreover, this subdivision is 

necesBar,y to state the rule suegested illllledie.tely below. It is recOlllllended 

that it be retained. 

2. !JDpeachment of Valuation Data 

The State Bar suggests that the words "subject to impeachment" be 

added to this subdivision. (Bar (1) 54 - (2) 9.) Hodge L. Dolle 

(Dolle (98) 48-50) and Richard L. lhtxtable (Huxtable (102) 28-,36.) 

suggest similar language. 

The susgestion is made so that the court will not exclude evidence 

to show that the factual basis for an expert's opinion is erroneous on 

-19';' 
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the ground that the evidence relates to a collateral matter. It is 

recommended that the section be amended to make it clear that an expert r S 

reasons may be impeached. 

3. Location of SubdiVision 

The suggested amendment to this subdivision is similar to the suggested 

amendment of Section lali8.l. So that these provisions might be more closely 

tied together, it is sugg",sted that this subdivision be moved to Section 

lali8.l to become the second sentence of subdivision (1) of that section. 

Recommendation 

It is therefore suggested that the following sentence be added to 

( Section lali8.1(1) to read: 
"-

c 

Such a witness may, on direct or cross-examination, state 

the facts or data upon which his opinion is based, whether or 

not he has personal knowledge thereof, for the limited purpose 

of showing the basis for his opinion; and his statement of 

such facts or data is subject to impeachment or rebuttal. 

SECTION lali8.3 (INTRODUcrORY CLAUSE) 

1. 

lali8.3 . Xotwi thstanding the provisions of Section 1a1i8. 2, 
tbe opinion of a witness as to the amount to be ascertained under 
subdiVision 1, 2, 3 or 4 of Section la1i8 is inadmissible if it 
is based, wholly or in part, upon: 

Exclusion of Specific Matters from Consideration 

This is the section that precludes an appraiser from relying on sales 

to condemners, offers and tax assessments. PubJ.ic \lorks believes that a 

-20-
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<:: section of this sort would be necessary whether any other legislation is 

enacted or not. (P\l (35) 47.) The Marin County Counsel thinks that this 

section is inconsistent with our previous recommendation that all evidence 

that would be considered by a reasonable man be admitted. (Marin (69) 

33 - (70) 8.) Most of James E. Cox's letter is devoted to the same objection. 

The considerations set forth in these letters have been previously 

considered by the Commission. In view of the amount of litigation that has 

been generated by doubts over whether sales to condemners, offers, etc. 

are admissible, it seems desirable to enact some certainty into this area 

of the law. 

2. Inadmissible -- Opinion or Reason? 

Richard L. Huxtable thinks that our approach is wrong in prOViding 

that the opinion of the witness is inadmissible. He believes that the 

reason should be l n s ilm1 ssible. (Huxtable (106) 22 - 41.) John F. Downey 

believes that this form of exclusion will invite inquiry into incompetent 

matter to get it before the jury. (Downey (100) 27 - 47.) Richard L. 

Huxtable further states that if the opinion is stricken virtually all 

owners' testimony will be stricken for owners al~s rely on offers end 

similar matters which are stated here to be incompetent. James E. Cox 

reiterates the same proposition. (Cox (93) 49 - (94) 24.) 

The recommendation that the opinion should be 1Dsdm1ssible if based 

upon incompetent matter is not a novel recommendation. It certainly seems 

much more reasonable than a rule that would exclude the reasons from evidence 

C withcut making the opinion based on those reasons inadmissible. To adequately 
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C weigh an opinion, the trier of fact should have before him all of the factors 

that the witness considered. Chief Justice Gibson, in a dissenting opinion 

concurred in by Justices Edmands and Traynor, stated the proposition quite 

clearly: '~re cross-examination indicates that the opinion of a witness 

c 

is based partially upon non-compensable items of damages which he is unable 

to segregate from the lawful elements of damage, a motion to strike his 

testimony should be granted." (Rose v. State of California, 19 Cal. ad 713, 

745 (1942).) The majority in that case held that it ~ not reversible 

error to deny the motion to strike because the motion was too broad -- it 

covered both admissible and inadmissible testimony -- and there was no 

prejudice. In San Diego Land 80 Town Co. v. Neale, 88 Cal.ad 50, 63 (1891), 

it vas held that an opinion should be stricken where the "witness bases 

his opinion entirely upon incompetent and 1DAdmi ssible matters, or sbows 

that such matters ere the chief elements in the calculations wbich lead 

him to such conclusions." In S;prinB Valley Water Works v. Dr1nkhouse, 

92 Cal. 528, 533 (1891), the court said that an opinion should be stricken 

which is based on incompetent matter such as the personal considerations 

of one of the parties. Where the opinion is based partially, but not 

principally, upon incompetent matter, there is authority for the proposition 

that the testimony should not be stricken. (~v. Bates Valve Bag Corp., 

52 CA2d 86, 96-97 (1942).) However, if the incompetent matter cannot be 

segregated, it seems that logically the opinion should be stricken. 

RecOllllllendation 

In view of the foregoing considerations, no change in the introductory 

C clause of Section 1248.3 is recommended. However, it may be desirable to 

-22-
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C .tate tbat a vitBes8 who" opinion he.s been beld inadmissible ~ give his 

opinion after excludinS trom consideration the matters found to be incaapetent. 

Such a provision ~ meet some of the objections to the COIIIIIlission I s 

recommendation by making it clear that the value of an expert witness may not 

be total.J.y destroyed by the revelation that he relied on SOllIe incaZlpetent 

matter. Therefore, it is suggested that en additional section, Section 

c 

1248.4, be added to read: 

1248.4. If the court finds that the opinion of a witness as to the 

amount to be determined under subdivision 1, 2, 3 or 4 of Section 1248 is 

1Mdmissible W1der Section 1248.2 or Section 1248.3 because it is based 

upon incaZlpetent facts or data, the witness may then give his opinion as 

to such amount after excluding from consideration the facts or data 

determined to be incaZlpetent. 

swrION 1248.3 (1) 

1248.3 (1) The price or other terms of en acquisition of 
property or a property interest if' the acquisition was made for 
a public use for which property may be taken by eminent dcmain. 

Public Works, Los Angeles end Mountain View agree that sales to 

condemners should be excluded. (:rn (30) 4 - 17; LA. (54) 29 - 33; Mtn Vw 

(78) 3 - 6.) Robert McNamee believes that they shoul.d be conSidered if 

there is direct evidence that they are voluntary and there are no other sales 

to be relied on. (McNamee (91) 5 - 13.) The Marin County Counsel would 

admit such sales. (Marin (68) 33 - (70) 8.) So also would those attorneys 

who favor no exclusionary rul.es providing a necessary foundation is laid. 

(See, for example, Huxtable (103) 41 - (105) 50.) Public Works believes 

C that such sales never involve a wU1ing buyer end willing seller, and hence 
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C the prices involved do not conform to the definition of market vs.lue. 

c 

The considerations stated have been previously considered by the 

Commission. No change in this recommendation is suggested. 

SECTION 12118. 3 (2) 

1248.3 (2) The price or other terms of any offer lII6de between 
the parties to the action to buy, sell or lease the property or 
interest therein sought to be condemned, or any part thereof. 

There were no criticisms of this rule. 

SECTION 12118.3 (3) 

1248.3 (3) The price at which an offer or option to purchase 
or lease the property sought to be condemned or any other property 
was made, or the price at which such property was optioned, offered 
or listed for sale or lease, except to the extent that an option, 
offer or listing to sell or lease the property or interest therein 
sought to be condemned constitutes an admission. Nothing in this 
subdivision permits an admission to be used as direct evidence 
upon any matter that may be shown only by opinion evidence under 
Section 1248.1. 

1. Offers 

Public Works and the Los Angeles County Counsel's office agree that 

offers should not be considered. (pw (30) 30 - 34, (36) 8 - 11; LA (54) 

40 - (55) 29.) But Los Angeles feels that legislation is not necessary 

while Public Works desires legislation to clarify recent conflicting 

decisillns. The Marin County Counsel, James E. Cox and Richard L. Huxtable 

believe offers should be admitted. (Marin (70) 32 - (71) 22; Ccot (93) 

39 - 47; Huxtable (102) 38 - (106) 14.) Mr. Huxtable would require the 

same extensive foundation for this type of evidence that he would require 

C for sales data. Under his standards, listings would be inadmissible, 

I 



C but the Marin County Counsel would a.dIId,t even Ustings. 

There is a certain logic to the arguments that offers are considered 

in the market place to determine the floor and ceiUng of market value. 

However, an offer does not represent a price at which a willing buyer and 

a willing saller have agreed and hence does not represent market value. 

Moreover, collateral issues concerning the ability of the offeror to 

perform and the nature of terms that have not been agreed upon would be 

raised each time the matter of offers came up. Excluding them entirely 

will give certainty to the matters lihich may be considered by the appraiser. 

Re will know before trial the matters he cannot rely upon instead of 

being surprised by the ruling of the Judge in the midst of trial. 

2. AdJnissions as Independent Evidence 

Judge Lawrence believes that the last sentence of this subdivision, 

as presently drafted, predudes the use of admissions as independent 

evidence if the owner does not take the stand but permits such use if the 

owner does. (Lawrence (86) Z7 - 29.) As an owner takes the stand both 

as an expert and as a party, apparently his prior admissions and statements 

as to value may be used as direct evidence of the value. But, if he 

does not take the stand, this subdivision provides that his extrajudicial 

admission cannot be used as direct evidence. 

As owners are presumed qualified to express opinions as to the value 

of their property, it should not make a great deal of difference concerning 

admissibility as direct evidence of value whether the opinion is given in 

court or out-ot'-court. Moreover, the last sentence does depart fran the 

C universally recognized use of admissions as direct evidence. Therefore, it is 

recommended that the last sentence be deleted. 

-25-
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3. Options as Trust Deed Substitutes 

Jolm F. Downey points out that options are often used in lleu of trust 

deeds as the incidents are virtually the same. (Downey (100) 49 - (101) 00.) 

Hence, a rule that arbitrarily precludes consideration of such transactions 

is unrealistically precluding consideration of what amounts to real sales. 

It is therefore suggested that larigusge be added which would permit 

consideration of options if the option contract is in substance a sale of 

the property. 

RecamDendation 

Therefore, it is recommended that Bubdivision (3) be amended to read: 

(3) The price at which an offer or option tp purchase or lease the 

property sought to be condemned or any other property was made, or the price 

at which such property was optioned, offered or listed for sale or lease, 

except to the extent that an option, offer or listing to sell the property 

or interest therein sought to be condemned constitutes an admission; but 

the opinion of the witness may be based I?,l)On the price and other terms of 

an option contract which is in substance a sale of the property. [Ilnk~ 

'B-~k'B-B~\Q'V'B'eB-JeJBi~e-aa-aiai.s'8R-~e-\e-~.ei-aB-i'.e.&-eviieBss 

~e.-aay-mat~e.-tBa~-~-\s-.R8WB-eRly-\~-eJiRieB-ev'ieBee-¥Biep-$ae~'eB 

.2lIawl .. ] 
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C SECTION 1248.3 (4) 

c 

c 

1248.3 (4) The va1ue of aD¥ property as assessed for taxation purposes. 

Public Works agrees that assessed va1uations should be excluded generally, 

but believes that some modification is necessary so that they may be used as 

a check on comparability and as a check on capitalization studies. (pw (30) 

36-44; (36) 13-18.) The los Angeles County Counsel would favor the 

exclusiOnary rule so long as the taxes paid are admissible. (IA (63) 23-45.) 

'!here is nothing in the language of the statute which would prevent 

the use of assessed va1uations for the purposes stated. Certainly the 

amount of taxes paid could be conSidered. This language merely provides 

that an opinion of value is 1DAdmi ssible if based upon the value of the 

property as assessed for taxation purposes. It is recommended that the 

language be left unchanged. 

SUGGESTED ADDI'l'IOlfS TO 1248.3 

1. Opinions 

Public Works also believes this section should be expanded to include 

the rule of Sacramento & San Joaquin Drainage District v. JarviS, 51 Cal.2d 

199 (1959). It was there held that a witness cannot give an opinion as to 

the va1ue of comparable property. Hence, Public Works believes that a 

subdivision (5) should be added to read: "AllY opinion as to the value of 

property other than that sought to be condemned." (pw (36) 20-28.) 

In connection with another problem, Public Works pOinted out that it 

is now held that an expert cannot base his opinion as to the value of the 

property upon other opinions as to its value. (pw (10) 21-35.) Hence, 
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C Public Works' reCOlllllended language should be broadened to include ~ 
opinion as to the value of aIrJ property. It is recODIIIended that additiocal 

subdivisions be added to the section to read: 

(5) The opinion of another person as to the value of the 

property sought to be condemned. 

(6) An opinion as to the value of property other than that 

sought to be condemned. 

2. "As If" Values 

Judge Lawrence believes that some statement should be included which 

would prevent reliance upon "as if" values, that is, opinions based upon 

the value of the property "as if" it were alreaq subdivided or combined 

with other land or in ~ other way different from its actual status. 

C (Lawrence (86) 31-33.) James E. Cox thinks that such evidence should be 

admitted as that is the yay subdivision property is sold on the open 

market at the present time. (Cox (93) 32- 37 . ) 

It is reCODlllended that this matter be left to the courts to be worked 

out under the general rule stated in 1248.2. 

On the pink Sheets following the analysis is a revision of the entire 

evidence statute which incorporates the suggested changes. 

c 
-28-
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(36) 9/13/60 

An act to add Sections 1248.1. 1248.2. 12118.3 eai 12118.4 to, and to repeal 

Section 1845.5 of, the Code of CivU Procedure, rele.t1!!g to em:1nent 

dCllllain. 

'lhe :peop.1.e of the state of CalifoE!1a do enact a8 follows: 

SECTIClf 1. SectiOl1 12118.1 is added to the Code of Civil Procedure, 

to read: 

1248.1. m The amounts to be ascertaiDed un(I,er aulldivlsiOl1B 1, 2, 

3 all4 4 of Section 1s118 II1II.)' be shown onlJ by the opinions of witnesses 

qualitie4 to exprelS such opinions. [Ike .. _ ••• ,·,lle.,... ... J<-... ,..,my 
iUd ... n.I .... ' ............ ri.'.-' •• I ..... • .... _.-t'lUll,,, ... 1Ia· ....... -I1l •• 

qWOIII.l Such a witDel8 .' on d1rect or crosl-examination, state the 

facts 91' data SPO!l l!bich his Ol!inion is based. Whethe£ or nat; be bas 

perscmal knoIr1egp thereof, for the l1a1ted PIU'l!Ose of !hav1na the basis 

for his !?ll1nionj ep4 his statement of su.cb facts or data is subjeg to 

1m;peagbmtmt or reWtt&l. 

(2)· Nothiy in this section ;prohibits a view of tV pre"l or the 

a4m1s11on of !II.Y other evidence, 1ncludg but not 11III111ed to ..,1deace as 

to the nature and COlI41t1on of the prgpertl and the cberacter of the 

i!!Provement p1'OJ/Oaed to be CIlIl8tructed W the plaintiff. for the 11lll1ted 

RUl'l!O!Ie of eMb11ptsthe court,j1!l7 or i'eferee to \!I!\!rstaDd all4 aM 

the test1!onz givetJ. UIlW IIUbc1:1v1s191l (1.) of this· section; and IUch 

evidence 1s subject to 1Japeachlllent or rebuttal. 

. ;. 



SEC. 2. Section 12li8.2 is added to the Code ot CivU Procedure, 

to read: 

1248.2. [~*H Subject to Section 1248.3, the opinion of a witness 

as to the aaount to be ascertained under subdivision 1, 2, 3 or 4 ot 

Section 1248 is admissible only it the court finds that the opinion based 

~ tacts or data that a willing [ ....... lIl.,-weiU-W .... -... .,.lI1ii .. } 

purchaser [ ..... e1l •• - .. - ..... pep ... yl.bu,yinl trOlll a wiUins seller. with 

a tQll kIloWlW of all the uses and PUrl!OSe8 tor 'Which tM property is 

reasonably adaptable, would take into cOIIBideration in determ1 n1ns the 

price at which to purchase [u·.II11] the property or property interelt, 

including but not limited to: 

H~] III The [aJihJR-:taW.u-.8Il'banH.'.-•• -paii.' .. ] Eice 

and ather tel'lll8 at II!ll sale or contract to sell which included the 

property or property interest sought to be cnn4emped or !til p!:!'t thereot 

["-'''-*II¥-.~.-''''.''y-U'-pepen,.-''' •• sn] it the sale [,-leu.] 

or contract vas treel3 made in good taith wi thin a reasonable time before 

[1I1'-aft .. ] the date of valuation. 

(2) The price and other tel'!ll8 of II!ll sale or contract to sell of 

cC!!!JjP!!'!ble J!l'OP!%W it the sale or contract was freelllllBde in good faith 

within a ree.sonable time before or atter the date of valuation. 

(3) To detel'llline the value of a leasehold interest: 

(a) The rent reserved and the other tel'!ll8 of aDl lease at the 

Eoperty or propertY interest sought to be condemned or aDl JIM'! thereof 

which is in effect on the date of valuation; and 

(b) The rent reserved _ the other terms of aDllease of cagparable 

property if the lease was treely made in good faith within a reasonable 

time before or atter the date of valuation • 

.. ~ ....•.. 



['~] ill 'l'he capitalized value ot tile fair income attributable 

to the property or property interest sought to be condemned as distine:uishet\ 

trOlll the capitalized value at any income or protits trOlll any business 

conducted thereon. 

['.~ 1 ill The value at the prOPerty sought to be "on4eJnned as 

indicated by the vaj!.ue at the land [ •• 1IP'-•• -1HI-B8RUatli1 tosether with 

the r!'l)lacellel1t cost at (.epetllUliR8) the 1III,provements thereon, it the 

1Iz!pravements eDhance the vaj!.ue of' the iana. [, .. -i •• -~"-"-liI."-v."), 

less whatever depredat:l.on or obsolescence the 1Iz!provements have ,uttered 

trom aU causes [, lv.Ile.' ... U' .... nu:wi •• ). 

SEC. 3. Sect:l.on 12118.3 is added to the Code at C:l.v:I.J. Procedure, 

to read: 

12118.3. NotwithetBndhlg the provisions at Section 12118.2, the 

opiniOO CIt a witness as to the lIIIIOunt to be ascertained under subdivision 

1, 2, 3 or It. at Section 12118 is inadlll1ssible it it is based, yhol.ly or in 

part, upon: 

(1) The price or other te:nDS CIt an acquisit:l.on ot property or a 

property intere.t it the acquisitioo was made tor a public use tor Yh1ch 

property may be taken by eminent dOIIIain. 

(2) 'l'he price or other terms at any otter made between the part:l.es 

to the action to bu;y, sell or lease the property or interest therein sought 

to be condemned, or arq part thereat. 

(3) The price at Yh1ch an otter or option to purchase or lease the 

property sollght to be coodemned or any other property was made, or the 

price at which such property was optioned, ottered or listed tor sale or 

lease, except to the extent that an option, otter or listing to sell the 

·"3-
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property or interest therein sought to be condemned constitutes an 

admission; but the opinion of the witness may be based u,pon the price 

and other terms of an option contract which is in substance a sale of 

the property. [N"k'-l-"-'AiS-s~Bi'v'8'8R-,e.-i'S-aB-aiBi8S'eB-'.-" 

~ei-as-ii»."-8V"8R"-~.R-~V-~~ •• _~ka*_"v_B._.a9WR_~_8y 

epta'8R-.vii .... -~.-ie8.'ea-124i.l.J 

(4) The value ot any property as assessed for taxation purposes. 

(5) The opinion of another person as to the value of the property 

sought to be condemned. 

(6) An opinion as to the value of property other than that sought 

to be condemned. 

SEC. 4. Section 1248.4 is added to the Code of Civil Procedure, 

to read: 

1248.4. If the court finds that the opinion of a witness as to the 

amount to be determined under subdivision 1, 2, 3, or 4 of Section 1248 

is inadmissible under Section lali8.2 or Section 121!8.3 because it is 

based u,pon incOll!petent facts or data, the witness may then give his 

opinion as to such amount after excluding from consideration the facts 

or data determined to be incaapetent. 

SEC. 5. Section 1845.5 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed. 

[i~5,--~~eT1ne~.~B-preee8it~~wit&88B,-~ 

~".I.ftei.,-~teMi~-wi","!!'e.,eet-te-tH-'ieIl4le-~-~ree.l-~ 

i!!.eil.1IlIii~ti'le-U1pfl'i mntte-tI4.WMei taereea ..... :I;I!.e-v~~-U5'-~ 

'1!1-reaa.- pi Ol'M t,-otsoe-"'"otIeke!l,-e.M.-_:r-""'C'J-_lU.-.t-_ mil!lMi.ea .. 
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